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Abstract - Experimental study has been carried out to investigate transient quenching of a rotary hollow cylinder by water impinging
jets in multiple jet arrays. Subcooled water jets (∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 = 55-85K) were placed into two types of nozzle arrays: 1-row and 2-row in-line
array. The flow rate of water jets varied from 2.7 to 10.9 L/min, impinging on hot rotary cylinder (𝑇𝑖 =600℃) with rotation speed 10-50
rpm and different curvature ratio (𝐷𝑜 /d = 12, 19 and 24). The local average and maximum boiling heat transfer at water jet’s stagnation
point revealed effect of studied quenching parameters and multiple jet arrays in the boiling heat transfer. The result showed among the
studied parameters, jet’s flow rate and curvature ratio influenced heat transfer in all the boiling regimes. Rotation speed was effective in
film and transition boiling regime and strong effect of subcooling was captured in the transition boiling regime. The characteristics of
maximum heat flux point in the boiling curve were found to be dependent on the studied quenching parameters as well as array of nozzles.
Multiple jet arrays had effect on the spatial variation and rate of boiling heat transfer on quenching surface. Higher area-averaged and
maximum surface heat flux was obtained by 2-row array while array’s total flow rate was kept constant. It was found that by impinging
constant water flow rate into the jets, 2-row array with twice the number of impinging jets enhanced heat transfer significantly in film
and transition boiling regime in combination with other quenching parameters.
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